
Aerial Data Collection System

(ADCS)

Autonomous aerial data collection system ADCS with highly sophisticated software and hardware

Centralized system for management and planning of autonomous !ights and data analysis in real time

Software and UAVs are developed and manufactured in Czech epublicR

Intelligent UAVs (drones) for detection, identi$cation, capturing and transmission of all required data

Centralized management and data storage

Parallel operation of unlimited No. of UAVs

All data, telemetry and !ight protocols are stored on highly secured servers

Flights can be managed by RC or programmed as autonomous mission

Fixed or mobile command center

High quality, optical zoom cameras, working with daylight and IR

V -ideo downlink working (according conditions) on the distance 2 km to 100 km (in RC mode) or unli

mited video transfer using 4G or 5G network

Possibility of usage glasses with augmented reality

Video server works with Al and machine learning, it is able to recognize object and faces and also

identify them

Descriptions

Systems abilities
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C th ed Station Grenade launcherharging station, Te er , universal pod, , underslung boxes, hybrid

engine for long autonomous !ights

Available accessories:

dron Argus Predator
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We introduce ADCS, focused on centralized management, planning and executing autonomous missions,

gathering information and real-time analysis.

For !ight executing are used intelligent (drones)UAVs equipped with high up-to date technology for detection,

identi!cation, capturing and transmission all required data. Centralized management and data storage enable

. ( -parallel execution of unlimited number of UAVs. All data is stored on highly secured FH servers FHCC Free Hori

)zons Command Center is centralized management server enabled to manage unlimited number of UAVs

parallelly. servers of client.FHCC can be installed directly on the All data is online accessible.

Missions can be managed directly by RC or can be programmed as autonomous.

Aerial data collection is done using high quality Cameras are working in day-light or IR.cameras with optical zoom.

Video and telemetry is sent to FHCC and is accessible everywhere with internet connection. Available RC downlink

distance depends in costs of downlink hardware, 2 km to 100 km. AR glasses are also used.

The usage example could be commander of !reman's, who can see the the !re directly and in AR glasses can see !re from

above. Also, IR camera can help him to recognize seeds of !re.

Between drone a FHCC is located video server, which works with video using AI and deep learning, it is able to do:

1. Object recognition " ship, bicycle, car, human# Technology can be learned according clients wishes.

2. Object identi$cation " for example: car = Volkswagen Passat. Recognition plate RZ (with additional SW).

3. Personal identi$cation " according learned templates using neural networks.

4. -Available data displaying " system can show, in the identi$cation frame, display all available data about iden

ti$ed object, face, person, which received during the process of learning.

Software of drone runs on Nvidia Jetson TX2, which is powerful graphical HW equipped with 256 CUDA processors.

Software can, using lidar, guarantee obstacle avoidance. Each drone has its own unique ID for identi$cation to

FHCC. No other drone is allowed to connect.

Software FHCC is complex server system, which can manage any number of drones. Drones of other providers can

be adopted to FHCC too, with some small limits. Unique feature is, that UAV can be managed from any place on the

World, just using internet connection.

Enhanced system possibilities

Charging Nestis openable ruggedized waterproof case, serves as landing area and is equipped with two electrodes

for charging of landed drones' batteries. Charging status is continuously sending to FHCC and operator is informed

about drone status. Data is accessible for operator through internet secured connection.

The use of our Argus Predator system adapted to !re non-lethal ammunition at shortwith a 40 mm grenade launcher

distances o"ers a way to ensure greater safety of live force. There is no need for abseiling to individual windows and

throwing paralyzing grenades # not only this is ensured by a drone controlled by the operator from a safe distance.

Podboxes for transportation any necessary material. Box can be open in the target area manually or can be

.programmed in autonomous "ight

For is prepared extra datasheet.Thether ted S ation

Argus Predator can be equipped with hybride engine. With it is autonomous !ight enhanced to 5-6 hours.pod

Detailed description


